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ABSTRACT
With the development of aircraft model technology, quadcopters equipped with cameras
are used for aerial video more and more frequently. Cell phones, moreover, allow people to share
photos online immediately, so many people prefer to take photos or videos by cell phones instead
with expensive cameras. Thus, the purpose of this project is to design and build a light weight
quadcopter frame and select the system components that allow the quadcopter to fly smoothly
while carrying a cell phone for aerial video. The method for creating the quadcopter is separated
into three steps: design, build, and test. The design part includes frame design on the SolidWorks
and Thrust/Weight ratio calculation with a safety factor of 1.0 to 1.5. The build consists of a
center plate made of carbon fiber plate, and aluminum sheet metal arms are formed into a Ushape and attached to the plate. The drill press, treadle shear, and manual turret punch are used
during the building process. The remaining parts, such as cellphone carrier, battery, motors,
speed controller, and control board among others were purchased after the analysis. The frame
and electric parts were assembled with screws, nuts, and glue. During the testing section, two
different propellers are tested to determine which size and type provide maximum thrust with the
least battery consumption. Additional testing will evaluate stability of flight and payload
capacity.
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INTRODUCTION
Motivation
When the Wright brothers made their maiden flight in a powered aircraft on a
windswept beach in 1903, it was a short hop, skip and jump into the record books. Nobody
imagined that many kinds of aircrafts have become to the primary transportation today.
“A quadcopter, also called a quadrotor helicopter, [and] quadrotor, is a multirotor
helicopter that is lifted and propelled by four rotors. Quadcopters are classified as rotorcraft, as
opposed to fixed-wing aircraft, because their lift is generated by a set of rotors (vertically
oriented propellers).” (Wikipedia)
With the development of microelectronic technology, in today’s age quadcopters have
received a lot of peoples’ attention. Because of its simple mechanical structure and superior
performance, quadcopters are applied to many aspects of life, such as aerial photography and
goods transportation.
Additionally, the quadcopters with cameras, which can be used to take aerial video by
travelers, are also a kind of hot-sale products of aircraft model shops.

Engineering Problems
During the trips, a lot of people, however, prefer to take photos or videos by cell phones
instead of cameras and share beautiful sceneries online immediately. This project ---- a
quadcopter frame to hold a variety of different size cell phones for aerial video will solve this
problem.

Functions Statement
This quadcopter frame will provide attachment points for copter propulsion and payload,
and the quadcopter must be able to fly smoothly while carrying a cell phone.
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Design requirements
There are six design requirements below:
1. The weight of payload should be over 0.7kg;
2. Variety size (Width: 5.5 ~7.5cm, Length: 11 to 15cm) of phones can be hold by the
quadcopter;
3. The carrier under the quadcopter can be adjustable 180 degrees in horizontal and vertical
directions;
4. The size of this quadcopter will be less than 30cm*30cm*15cm;
5. The energy resource will supply this quadcopter to fly above 15 minutes;

Success Criteria
The success of this project will be determined by its ability to load and fly. This quadcopter
should fly smoothly while carrying a normal cell phone for 20 minutes. Additionally, the phone
carrier under the quadcopter is adjustable at two directions.

Engineering Merit
The design of a quadcopter frame to hold a variety of different size cell phones requires a
great deal of analysis within the following fields: Statics, Strength of Materials, Mechanical
Design, and Plastic and Composite. This problem presents several engineering challenges and
many opportunities for optimization. In order to meet the design requirements and fulfill the
function statement, the designer will have to apply engineering knowledge to optimize the
strength of the quadcopter’s frame and thrust-weight ratio.
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METHODS & ANALYSIS
Methods
1. Approach
There are several advantages to quadcopters over comparably-scaled helicopters.
First, quadcopters do not require mechanical linkages to vary the rotor blade pitch angle
as they spin. This simplifies the design and maintenance of the vehicle. Second, the use
of four rotors allows each individual rotor to have a smaller diameter than the equivalent
helicopter rotor, allowing them to possess less kinetic energy during flight. This reduces
the damage caused should the rotors hit anything.
The analysis and optimization of the arms were made possible by the skills
learned in several of the engineering classes in the MET program. SolidWorks 3D
modeling software is used to create models and drawings of the frame and its
subcomponents. The metal parts will be constructed in the machine shop and some
composite parts will be processed in the Material Lab in Hogue hall at Central
Washington University. Moreover, various other tools available to students in Hogue will
be used to assemble parts.

2. Description
The center of quadcopter contains double symmetrical plates, which are made of
carbon fiber. Batteries and control systems will be fixed above the upper plate, and the
cell phone carrier will be set under the lower center plate. Four light metal arms
radiating from the center of the center plate to the surrounding stretch; the angle between
each two adjacent arms are 90 degrees. In this project, the cell phone carrier is like a GPS
stand in a car but it will be lighter. The adjustable carrier will allow the cell phone to be
set, either portrait landscape or orientation. There are four RC motors with propellers
fixed at the end of each arm.
The arms’ cross section of shape is crucial to its stress. To make the arms of this
quadcopter stronger, first of all, find a best shape of cross section, and then, based on the
design, choose an appropriate material. The equation of bending stress is 𝜎 =

𝑀
𝑆

(Mott p.
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102). The equation of bending stress is 𝜎 =

𝑀
𝑆

(Mott p. 102), which the M is magnitude of

moment at the sections, and the S is section modulus.
Hollow circle
Section modulus

𝑆=

𝜋(𝐷4 − 𝑑4 )
32𝐷

Hollow rectangle
𝑠𝑦 =

𝐻𝐵 3 − ℎ𝑏 3
6𝐵

Hollow Triangle
𝑆=

𝐵𝐻 2 − 𝑏ℎ2
24

(Mott p. 720-721)

3. Benchmark
This project is pretty similar to the Hubsan H107C RC Quadcopter. Below are the
detail information about this Quadcopter:

Motor (x4): Coreless Motor
Frequency: 2.4GHz
Battery: 3.7V 380mAh
Flight Time: around 7 minutes
Charging Time: 40 minutes
Transmitter: 2.4Ghz 4 channels
Camera: 0.3 MP
Video Recording Module: Included
Memory Card: Micro SDHC (Excluded)

Figure 1: Hubsan H107 RC Quadcopter

The Hubsan X4 H107C is a small to mid-size quadcopter, measuring about 3
inches wide by 1 inch tall. The H107C weighs about 40 grams without the battery, and 50
grams with the battery. The extra weight is attributable to the camera, image processor,
extra housing to accommodate it, etc.
Compare to Hubsan X4 H107C, this project will be larger and can load more
weights. Moreover, this project allows to carry cellphone for aerial photo, which is more
convenient for users to share videos with families and friends immediately.
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4. Performance Predictions
Based on completed analysis, the arms might be made of plastic (ABS) or
aluminum (6061-T6) as the material. The rectangle might be the best shape of cross
sections. The safety factor is around 1.0 to 1.5. The quadcopter will be able to take off
with carrying normal size of cell phone (90~140 grams). Additionally, the phone can be
set either in portrait landscape or orientation. The time of flight is expected to 20 minutes.
Higher precision calculation and data will be in next (Analysis) part.

5. Scope of Testing and Evaluation
Several evaluation methods are as follows:
a. Put the each motor quipped with a propeller on an electric scale. Turn over the
propeller and reverse the motor. Then record the thrust from the electric scale
when motor working.
b. Tight the quadcopter’s frame with some weight, turn on the power and let it fly in
a limited range. Then, check if all the parts work well and adjust sensitivity of
flight.
c. During the loading testing, hang a scale under carrier, and measure the maximum
load of this quadcopter by increasing the weight of cargo.
d. Use a chronograph to measure how long this quadcopter can fly.
e. Set an iPhone 4 on this quadcopter and check if the carrier can rotate 90 degrees
in x and y axis directions.
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Analysis
1. Approach
In the part of the analysis, the following tasks are good to be finished:
a. The arms’ shape of cross section is crucial to its flexure stress. To make the arms of
this quadcopter stronger, make some assumptions of sizes for three different shapes
of arms, calculate which one has minimum bending stress at a reference point, and
decide which shape of arm’s cross section is the strongest one.
b. Calculate the mass of whole quadcopter. Based on the total mass, sizes of quadcopter,
and the cross section, determine the size of arms.
c. Calculate the maximum bending stress of the arms, determine appropriate materials,
and compute the safety factor.
d. Others analysis needed to be conducted are as follows: capacity of batteries and
power of motors.

2. Design
a. Arms: Assume the bending force is 1.5N, and the length of each arm is 7cm. Three
different types of cross section shapes of arms are following below. The maximum
bending stress is at the end of arm contacted with center plate. (Appendix A (4)) So,
the stress of this point is the reference of comparing among different types of arms.
The value of bending stress is going to be calculated next.
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Hollow
Circle:
D=1 cm
t = 0.15 cm

Figure 2: Circle Tube

Hollow Rectangle:
H= 0.8 cm
B= 1.2 cm
t = 0.15 cm

Figure 3: Rectangle Tube

Hollow Triangle:
H= 0.6 cm
B= 1.2 cm
t = 0.15cm

Figure 4: Triangle Tube
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b. Frame: the mass of frame calculated by SolidWorks is 172.46g. It contains two
center plates made of carbon fiber, 4 arms made of ABS, and 4 feet made by carbon
fiber.


Motor: The data below is for the motor Name: Brushless Motor A2212/10
1000KV from Amaon.



Name: Brushless Motor A2212/10 1000KV



Current Capacity: 12A/60s, No Load Current: 10V: 0.5A



Max Efficiency: 80%, Max Efficiency Current: 4-10A (>75%)



Number Of Cells: 2-3 Li-Poly



Suitable for RC helicopter, airplane, quadcopter and multi-copter.



(Amazon BW)

c. Battery: The data below is for the battery Venom 20C 3S 2100mAh 11.1 LiPO Battery
from Amazon.


Weight: 6.2 oz (175.8 g),



Dimensions: 25 x 36 x 106 mm, Battery



Type: Lithium Polymer (LiPO), Configuration: 3S1P



Charge Rate: 1C (2.1A), Continuous Discharge: 20C (42A)



Watt Hours: 23.31W/hr
(Amazon Venom RC)

d. Carrier: The carrier is going to be refitted by a phone stander in the car. The mass
recorded by electronic scale is about 20g.
e. Cell Phone: The IPhone 4 will be the sample of cell phone. The data below is from
Apple official website.


Size:11.52*5.86*0.93 cm



Mass: 137g
(Apple Official Website)
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3. Calculated Parameters
a. Cross section of arms
Hollow circle

Hollow rectangle

Hollow Triangle

Bending Moment 0.105N*m

0.105N*m

0.105N*m

Section modulus

4.7E-8 m^3

8.7E-8 m^3

3.4E-8 m^3

Bending Stress

2.23MPa

1.21MPa

3.09MPa

Based on the equation of 𝜎 =

𝑀
𝑆

and the equations of section modulus, the

bending stress of each cross section is calculated above. An arm with the cross
section of hollow rectangle has the minimum bending stress at reference point.
Therefore, the hollow rectangle tube will be the best choice of arms. More details of
calculation are on Appendix A (1-2). Next, based on the total mass, sizes of
quadcopter, and the cross section, determine the size of arms.
However, the smallest size of aluminum 6061 rectangular hollow tube can be
purchased is 1 inch by inch, which is too heavy for this project. Therefore, based on
the shape of rectangular hollow tube, re-designed the arm, the picture is below.
According to the data calculated by SolidWorks, The mass of each arm is less than 20
grams.

Figure 5: Redesign Arm
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Figure 6: Redesign Arm Data

b. Total Weight
Below is the draft items list and mass for each item:
Items

Mass (g)

Frame

255

Motors (x4)

200

Battery

175

Phone Carrier

30

IPhone 4

150

Speed Controller (x4)

80

Others

60

Total

950

According to the calculation on appendix A (3), the mass of whole aircraft is
around 950 grams.
c. Motor Model Selecting
Oscar (2013) found that a rule of quadcopter’s thumb is required: thrust per motor
= (Weight x 2) / 4. The required thrust per motor for this quadcopter is 475 grams,
which is pretty close to the thrust of motor BW® 4Pcs A2212/10T 1400KV Brushless
Outrunner Motor (thrust: 650g/ motor). Therefore, this model of motor is appropriate
to this project. More details are on appendix A.
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d. Minimum Bending Stress of Each Arm
Based on the calculation, the bending stress of each arm is 133MPa. The flexure
stress of aluminum 6061-T6 is 276MPa (“Mat Web” n.d.). According to the
calculation on Appendix (6), If the material of arms is 6061-T6, the safety factor
N=1.04, which is in the range of aviation safety factor (1.0 to 1.5).
The Re-designed arm was simulated in SolidWorks. Assume each arm will have
300g*9.8N/g=2940N payload at the end. It works pretty well with this project.

e. Flying Time Calculation
The capacity of battery is 23.31W/hr, and the power of motor is 68.4W. Based on
calculation, the Venom 20C 3S 2100mAh 11.1 LiPO Battery can support the motors’
work for 20 minutes. More calculation details are on appendix A (7)
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f. Size of Propeller

Figure 7: Motor/Propeller Data

(Sleepyc 2014)
According to the data above, the size of propeller 8x6 and 7x4 is appropriate.

4. Device Assembly:
The motors are assembled by screws and nuts, and the bodies (arms, center plates,
and feet) are connected by super glue.

5. Tolerances:
The tolerance of the design in SolidWorks is 0.99 centimeters. To avoid the
quadcopter and cell phone crashing caused by landing too fast, the lift force should be
twice greater than the weight of quadcopter.
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Technical Rask and Safety Factor
There are two risks of analysis during the testing phase. The first risk is accidental injury.
As the propellers are pretty sharp, and the rotating speed of the motors is fast, the high speed
rotating propellers may hurt testers or other people while the quadcopter is out of control.
Therefore, the tests of flight should stay away from crowed, and the testers have to wear safety
equipment, such as safety goggle and helmet among others. Secondly, the quadcopter has the
risk of falling. To ensure the tests will proceed smoothly, testers should prepare more parts
(propellers, motors, and so on) before the testing.
Based on the calculation before, the safety factor of this project is N=1.04, which is in the
range of aviation safety factor (1.0 to 1.5). Moreover, the flexure stress of aluminum 6061-T6 is
276MPa, so the load will not over this limitation.
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METHOD & CONSTRCUTION
Description

Figure 8: First design

Figure 9: Final Desgin

The center of quadcopter contains double symmetrical plates, which are made of
carbon fiber. Batteries and control systems will be fixed above the upper plate, and the
carrier of cell phone will be set under the lower center plate. Four light metal arms
radiating from the center of the center plate to the surrounding stretch; the angles between
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each two adjacent arms are 90 degrees. The adjustable carrier will allow the cell phone to
be set in either portrait landscape or orientation. There are four RC motors with
propellers fixed at the end of each arm.

Drawing Tree
Center Plates
Arms

Frames

Quadcopter

Legs
Cell Phone Carrier
Motors
Power Plant
Propellers
Battery
Others

Cell Phone
Control System

Figure 10: Drawing Tree
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Assembly Drawing

Figure 11: Quad Assembly Drawing
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Figure 12: Arm Assembly Drawing
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Figure 13: Leg Assembly Drawing
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Figure 14: Phone Carrier Assembly Drawing

More details of parts drawing are on APPENDIX B
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TESTING
Introduction
1. Requirements
In order to be functional and fulfill the need of this project, the quadcopter must meet these
requirements:
a) The total thrust must be larger than two times of the total weight of quadcopter and
payload.
b) The flight will be stability, and control board can fix the deviation during flying
automatically
2. Parameters of interest
The thrust per each motor and payload capacity are two important parameters for this
project in testing part. The total thrust must be larger than two times of total weight of
quadcopter and payload.

3. Predicted performance
These are two performances predictions based on requirements:
Two different propellers are tested to determine which size and type provides maximum thrust
with the least battery consumption. Usually, big size propellers will work with low RPM motors,
and the small size propellers will work with high RPM motors.
In the first flying stability test, the quadcopter will deviate to one direction. After setting the
control board several times, the deviation will be reduced.

4. Data acquisition
During the test of thrust, thrust and rotation speed for two different types of propellers
needed to be recorded. In the test of flight stability, the quadcopter’s tilt will be recorded by
camera.

5. Schedule
The testing will be carried out according to the schedule provided in the project proposal.
The schedule is a Gantt chart type schedule and is available in Appendix D of the proposal.
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In order to gauge the successfulness of the design project, various testing will need to be
utilized to compare experimental values with the calculated design values. As stated earlier, there
are three main areas of the design that require testing, Thrust/Weight Ratio Testing, Flight Stability
Testing, and Payload Capacity Testing. Secondary testing that will need to be conducted includes
what sizes of phone can be hold by the carrier.
Testing

Start

End

Thrust/Weight Ratio

03/31/2015

04/17/2015

Flight Stability

04/23/2015

05/07/2015

Payload Capacity

05/10/2015

05/20/2015

Method
1. Resources
The equipment needed for the testing of thrust//weight ratio is rotation meter, and the
room 205 in Hogue at Central Washington University will be used to testing the thrust. Professor
Roger Beardsley is the adviser of the test.

2. Data capture
In the test of thrust/weight Ratio Testing, the rotation speed of motor is recorded by a
rotation meter, and the thrust is measured by electric scale. In the test of flight stability, the flight
tilt is record by a camera.
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3. Test procedure overview


Thrust/Weight Ratio Testing
a. The rotation meter, propeller system, and electric scale are set up like the picture
blew.
b. Flip the propeller, and reverse the motor. Then air will be pushed up.
c. The on the motor and increase the speed slowly, record the rotation in RPM and
thrust in grams.
d. Calculate thrust/Weight Ratio
e. Switch the other propeller and repeat steps from a. to d.

Figure 15: Thrust/ Weight Ratio Testing
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Flight Stability Testing
a. Make a wood cross (make sure the landing is safety), and tight it under the
quadcopter
b. Fix each end of the cross with a 10lb weight, then the quadcopter will not fly
away and hurt people during testing.
c. Connect the wire of battery, and increase the power slowly, and checking each
part works well
d. Set a HD camera in front of testing area to record the flight path.
e. Fine tuning the control board and repeat the steps from a, to d. again until it
can take off vertically.

Figure 16: Flight Stability Testing

4. Operational limitations
In the test of Thrust/Weight, because the propeller is flipped and the motor is reversed, so
the motor cannot be turned to the maximum speed. Additionally, the measurement limitation of
the electric scale is 2 kg grams, so the thrust cannot be over 2000 grams per test.
In the test of Flight Stability, to avoid accident, the quadcopter tights with four weights,
and it is only allowed to take off less than 10 inches.
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5. Precision and accuracy discussion
The accuracy of electric scale is 0.01g, and the accuracy for rotation meter is 0.01 RPM

6. Data analysis


Thrust/Weight Ratio Testing

Figure 17: Thrust/ Weight Ratio Testing Data Table
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Flight Stability Testing
Below is the checking list of flying test. This list is to make sure each electric part
on the quadcopter works well.

Motors speed and turning direction

√

Speed controller

√

Control board

√

Recover

√

Accelerator

√

Steering

×

7. Data presentation
According to the data recorded, the propeller 1 (8x4.5) will reach the ratio 2.00 between
700 and 800 RPM. However, the highest ratio of propeller (7x5) is less than 1.4.

Test Procedure
1. Specify time, duration
The testing time will follow the schedule. To avoid accident, the tests which need to fly
will be put on the Friday every week because there are little people are around campus on that
day.

2. Place actions
Most testing will be done in Hogue 106 at Central Washington University.
3. Risk and safety
There are two risks of analysis during the testing phase. The first risk is accidental injury.
As the propellers are pretty sharp, and the rotating speed of the motors is fast, the high speed
rotating propellers may hurt testers or other people while the quadcopter is out of control.
Therefore, the tests of flight should stay away from crowed, and the testers have to wear safety
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equipment, such as safety goggle and helmet among others. Secondly, the quadcopter has the
risk of falling. To ensure the tests will proceed smoothly, testers should prepare more parts
(propellers, motors, and so on) before the testing.

4. Discussion
In the test of thrust/weight Ratio Testing, according to the data recorded, the propeller 1
(8x4.5) will reach the ratio 2.00 between 700 and 800 RPM. However, the highest ratio of
propeller (7x5) is less than 1.4.
In the first test of Flight Stability, every parts works well except recover, the steering is
still out of control. Moreover, the quadcopter always deviate to the front direction.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the testing results of total weight, maximum thrust, and maximum payload
capacity are better than prediction value. Flying Time is a little bit lower, but still work for this
project. Budget is over $73, and schedule is 22 hours behind.

Predict Value

Actual Value

Total Weight

800 grams

830 grams

Maximum Thrust

2400 grams

3000 grams

Maximum Payload Capacity

200 grams

Less than 400 grams

Flying Time

20mins

less than 15min

Period

118 hrs

140 hrs

Budget

$350

$423
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BUDGET/SCHEDULE/PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Cost and Budget
1. Parts Cost
A parts list is shown in Appendix C. The list identifies each part to be used in the
overall assembly as well as its description, source, and cost. Some parts (arms, legs, and
center plates) will be cut in the machine shop and Material Lab in Hogue at Central
Washington University. The finished products such as sensor, motors, and batteries
among others will be purchased from Amazon and model shop. The carrier of the cell
phone will be modified by a cell phone stand in the car.

2. Labor Cost
Labor cost will be absorbed by Hengwei Zhang. No other labor will be required to
complete this project. The total number of hours estimated to complete this project is
about 150 hours.

3. Cost Summary
The total cost of this project is $350.46. The capital source is Hengwei Zhang’s
Leadership Scholarships 2014-2015 (maximum limit: $1000). The details of cost are on
APPENDIX C

Schedule
1. Schedule
The schedule for this project is constrained by the MET 495 course and a
schedule guide has been provided in Appendix D. This project will be completed by the
last week of the third quarter.
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2. Tasks
The schedule is broken up into three main sections: Proposal, Construction, and
Testing. Each section of task contains sub-tasks. The informal proposal of the project is
due at the beginning of December 2014, the complete project is due at the end of March
2015, and project testing report and the final draft of proposal is due at the end of May
2015. More details are on appendix D.

3. Milestones
Follows are some detail tasks of each section:


Proposal
Introduction
Mothed
Analyses
Documentation
Budget
Schedule
Total Hours: 36 Hours



Construction
Parts Ordering
Frame Manufacture
Parts Assembly
Total Hours: 54 Hours



Testing
Wires connection
Thrust/Weight Ratio Testing
Stability of Flight Testing
Total Hours: 50 Hours

The total number of hours estimated to complete this project is about 150 hours.
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DISCUSSION
1. Design Evolution
The arms of the quadcopter’s were planned to be printed by 3D printer. The
printing material of 3D printer, however, is ABS, which has lower flexure stress than this
project needed. Therefore, it was instead by aluminum 6061-T6. To gain more
knowledge of composite materials, the material of arms may change to fiber glass later.

2. Project Risk Analysis
There are two risks of analysis during the testing phase. The first risk is accidental
injury. As the propellers are pretty sharp, and the rotating speed of the motors is fast, the
high speed rotating propellers may hurt testers or other people while the quadcopter is out
of control. Therefore, the tests of flight should stay away from crowed, and the testers
have to wear safety equipment, such as safety goggle and helmet among others.
Secondly, the quadcopter has the risk of falling. To ensure the tests will proceed
smoothly, testers should prepare more parts (propellers, motors, and so on) before the
testing.
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CONCULUSION
1. Method
Method can be separated by three sections: design, build, and Test. The design
section focused on the arm design and thrust/weight ratio prediction and calculation. The
build section was composed of frame manufacture and electric components assembly. In
the test section, thrust/ weight ratio and flight stability were tested.

2. Analyses
Analyses have been confirmed that the most appropriate cross section of arms is
rectangle. Also, the aluminum 6061-T6 has been decided as the material of arms. The
safety factor is in the range of the aviation safety factor. Also, depends on the size and
weight of whole quadcopter, have determined the model and size of motors, battery, and
propellers, among other parts.

3. Design
The quadcopter’s size of frame was designed based on the size of cell phone. Because
an appropriate arm material (small rectangular hollow tube) could not be purchased, the
arm was redesigned during build section. Most parts of drawing have been finished by
SoildWorks. A drawing tree and an assembly drawing have been created.
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APPENDIX A – Analyses (1): Cross Section Shape of Arm Selection

Figure 18: Tube Calculation 1
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APPENDIX A – Analyses (2): Cross Section Shape of Arm Selection

Figure 19: Tube Calculation 2
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APPENDIX A – Analyses (3): Total Weight and Thrust Calculation

Figure 20: Mass and thurst calculation
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APPENDIX A – Analyses (4): Bending Stress Calculation

Figure 21: Bending Stress Calculation
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APPENDIX A – Analyses (5): Shear and Moment diagram

Figure 22: Shear and Moment Diagram
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APPENDIX A – Analyses (6): Safety Factor Checking

Figure 23: Safety Factor Checking
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APPENDIX A – Analyses (7): Flying Time Calculation

Figure 24: Flying Time Calculation
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APPENDIX B – Sketches

Figure 25 Design Overview
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Figure 26: Center Plate Design
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Figure 27: Arm Design
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Figure 28: Leg 1 Design
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Figure 29: Leg 2 Design
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APPENDIX C – Parts List and Costs

Figure 30: Parts List and Budget
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APPENDIX D – Schedule

Figure 31: Schedule
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APPENDIX E – Resume

